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StacerWhy

HISTORY – AUSTRALIAN MADE
Stacer is proudly Australian designed and built and after 45 years in the Australian 
marine industry, Stacer has become an instrumental part of the boating scene with 
an established reputation for inherent reliability and longevity.

Established in 1971 Stacer has maintained an 
industry wide reputation for quality, strength and 
dependability. 

Stacer proudly celebrates a rich history of Australian boat building, first 
established in Victoria in 1971, and now hand-crafted in its Gold Coast factory. 
Delivering endless memories to hundreds of lucky Australians each year, the 
brand is a national marine icon. Every Stacer boat is specially crafted by an 
expert team of over 350 boat builders, to achieve a refined, high-quality and 
dependable product.

Designed using revolutionary manufacturing processes including aluminium 
pressing and plasma cutting to carefully mold each marine-grade aluminium 
sheet, Stacer delivers cutting-edge hull designs to achieve a strong product 
that is impressively smooth riding. Priding themselves in attention to detail 
and delivery of a premium product for every customer, Stacer boats are 
made to last generations whilst delivering an easy to handle, affordable and 
economical vessel.

DEALER NETWORK
Boasting an exceptional network of over 60 dealers, strategically scattered 
across Australia, a Stacer Dealer is never too far away. Carrying a wealth 
of expert knowledge, each Stacer dealer is set to make your boat buying 
process a breeze. Contact your local Stacer dealer at www.stacer.com.au 
for all your product, or wider marine questions.

BUILT BY THE BEST,  
STACER GOES THE DISTANCE.
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WHY BUY STACER

ENGINE
Partnered with leading engine manufacturer Mercury, Stacer 
customers can easily purchase specially factory-configured boat 
and motor packages from select Stacer dealers – making boat 
buying simpler than every before.

BASE MODEL

Your entry-level, trusty but no-
frills option – set to get you 
out on the water at the most 
affordable price possible. 
Looking for a boat suited to 
your lifestyle? Option up with 
a carefully configured Boat 
Package.

TRAILER
A one-stop shop for all your boating needs, Stacer boats come available with a 
specially factory-fitted trailer – meaning it is perfectly calibrated to your boat before 
it leaves the factory. Extensively tested, Stacer trailers are guaranteed to stand the 
test of time – making for the safest and strongest companion for your boat.

ANGLER’S PACK

Created to deliver an easy 
one-step solution for keen 
fisho’s, Stacer’s Angler’s Pack 
comprises the most popular 
fishing essentials to help craft 
the ultimate angling boat.
Features may include: VHF 
radio, cutting board and 
compatible ski pole, burley 
bucket and more.

ENTERTAINER’S PACK

Making boat buying 
simpler than ever, Stacer’s 
Entertainer’s pack is built for 
families and friend-groups, 
featuring the top must-haves 
to help build the ultimate 
weekend vessel. Features 
may include: sound system 
and speakers, premium 
seating, bimini and envelope, 
and more.

SKIPPER’S PACK

The Skippers’s Pack is inspired 
by the driver – constructed to 
deliver a premium navigating 
experience. Features may 
include: hydraulic steering, 
tilt steering-wheel and 
upgraded seating.

SE MODEL 

Delivering the best that 
boating has to offer – the 
SE Model features every 
option included in the 
Angler’s, Entertainer’s and 
Skipper’s packs. Enjoy added 
comfort, entertainment and 
functionality with the most 
premium Stacer boat on the 
market.

**Available on select models.

BMT PACKAGES.NEW
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DISCOVER THE REVOLUTION

Stacer boats have transpired following decades of manufacturing expertise, grounded by a team of marine experts who are 
invested in challenging the industry to redefine boating expectations. Such commitment has resulted in the perfect hull lineup 
– delivering a coveted soft and dry ride, together with impressive stability at rest. With a hull expertly crafted to suit every 
waterway, Stacer promises that every Australian boater can experience the best of boating.

Establishing the height of boating, Stacer’s Revolution Hull has 
become a marine icon and for good reason. The advanced 
technology, mastered since the brands inception in 1971, 
delivers an industry recongised strong and smooth ride, with 
exceptional open water performance. Experience the Stacer 
difference with the Revolution Hull, standard across a wide 
range of models.

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGYCUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY

REVOLUTION HULLREVOLUTION HULL
Mastered to predominantly suit inland and protected 
waterways, the Striker Series Hull makes for an ideal fishing 
vessel. Wide chines mean stability underway and at rest, 
whilst the deep entry point achieves a superior, smooth ride 
and enhanced spray deflection to keep all passengers dry. 

STRIKER SERIESSTRIKER SERIES
Sitting afoot Stacer’s sought-after Plate Boat range, the EVO 
Advanced hull packs a punch, built from strength within to 
take offshore conditions head-on. The sharp entry point cuts 
through chop while marine-grade plate bottom sheets deliver 
powerful open water performance. For a Plate Boat that goes 
the distance, contact your local Stacer dealer today.

EVO ADVANCEDEVO ADVANCED

HULL TECHNOLOGIES
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funEndless
open boats
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

FEATURES
1. Anchor storage

2. Transom handles

3. Solid corners

FEATURES
1. Carpeted floor

2. Casting platform

3. Revolution Hull

FEATURES
1. Front deck

2. Transom handles

3. Bench seats

SKIMMA
Built for the adventurers, the Skimma 
is compact and lightweight, perfect 
for journeys near and far. Zip around 
Australia’s vast inland waterways with up 
to a 10HP engine, or simply enjoy a casual 
fish in your backyard.

SKIMMA

AVAILABLE SIZES: 309, 319, 359

SEASPRITE
The SeaSprite proves that good things 
come in small packages. Thanks to its 
lightweight but sturdy build, it makes for 
the perfect cartopper, inland tinnie, or 
tender. Affordable and economic,  
she’s also kind on the wallet.

SEASPRITE

AVAILABLE SIZES:  319, 379, 399

RAMPAGE
Built atop the Revolution Hull, the Rampage is designed 
to traverse a wide range of waterways. Featuring wide 
beams and deep sides, this popular vessel is safe, plus has 
vast deck-space and ample casting-deck storage, making it 
great for fishing and camping ventures.

RAMPAGE

AVAILABLE SIZES: 429, 499

ENDLESS ADVENTURE
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fishingEndless
PROLINES
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

TERRITORY STRIKER

FEATURES
1. Glove box

2. Transom handles

3. Solid corners

With the Territory Striker, 
opportunities are endless. Its 
lightweight build makes it a 
perfect travelling companion 
whilst the deep deadrise provides 
added safety while fishing. 
Standard features including 
a glove box, bench seat and 
handles can be expected.

TERRITORY STRIKER

FEATURES
1. Bow handle

2. Transom handles

3. Bench seats

PROLINE
The Proline offers a clean-cut 
range of entry-level, cost effective 
tinnies that are specifically 
designed for inland waterways. 

PROLINE

AVAILABLE SIZES: 359, 379, 399 AVAILABLE SIZES: 359, 379, 399

FEATURES
1. Glove box

2. Safety rails

3. Transducer bracket.

FEATURES
1. Front casting platform

2. Painted hull

3. Rod holders

4. Striker Series Hull

PROLINE SE PROLINE ANGLER
The Stacer 359 Proline SE is a step 
up from the original Proline, and 
a great option for inland boaters. 
What stands it apart from the 
original Proline are the higher 
sides, which make it more ideal for 
larger dams, lakes and safer for 
young children. 

Featuring the Striker Series Hull, the 
Proline Angler delivers wide chines 
and a deep entry point, making 
for the perfect fishing vessel.  Its 
open deck provides uninterrupted 
fishing space while the casting 
platform offers ample storage 
capacity. 

PROLINE SE PROLINE ANGLER

AVAILABLE SIZES: 409, 429, 449
AVAILABLE SIZES: 409, 429, 449
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tournamentsEndless
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

FEATURES
1. Casting platform

2. Live bait tank

3. Extruded side decks

ASSAULT PRO
Revolutionising tournament style fishing, the 
Assault Pro has a finetuned design which 
delivers stability, vast fishing real estate, and 
ample storage. Standard with rod holders, 
forward and rear casting platforms, a live 
bait tank, side pockets and more, plus an 
array of optional extras, it sets the standard 
for competitive angling boats.

ASSAULT PRO

AVAILABLE SIZES: 409, 429, 449, 459, 489, 519

ASSAULT PRO TOURNAMENT

FEATURES
1. Casting platform

2. Live well

3. Extruded side decks

Available in three sizes from 469, the Assault 
Pro Tournament is a spacious fishing beast. 
With an extended front and foldable rear 
casting platform, the Assault Pro Tournament 
capitalises on free deck space. Option up 
with hydraulic steering or a deluxe centre 
rod locker to take your boat to the next level.

ASSAULT PRO TOURNAMENT

AVAILABLE SIZES: 469, 509, 529
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

OUTLAW CC
Enjoy 360-degree fishability with the Outlaw 
Centre Console. A sought-after layout for 
many fishos, the Centre Console allows you 
to track your catch from end to end of your 
vessel. 3mm bottoms used to create the 
Revolution Hull delivers a strong, stable boat 
that’s built to handle open conditions.

OUTLAW CC

FEATURES
1. Casting platform

2. Live bait tank

3. Extruded side decks

OUTLAW TS
Take advantage of the Outlaw’s wide, 
spacious deck by removing the console 
altogether. Enjoy unlimited fishability 
and enhanced control with a Tiller Steer. 
Standard front and rear casting platforms, 
live bait tank, rod holders and more make 
for a seriously popular fishing boat.

OUTLAW TS

AVAILABLE SIZES: 429, 449, 469

AVAILABLE SIZES: 449, 469, 489, 529

FEATURES
1. Casting platform

2. Live bait tank

3. Extruded side decks

FEATURES
1. Casting platform

2. Live bait tank

3. Extruded side decks

OUTLAW SC

Featuring the famous Revolution Hull, the 
Outlaw performs exceptionally in a range of 
waterways. The popular side console layout, 
plus front and rear casting platforms, open 
up the mid-ship for premium fishability from 
bow to stern. Ample storage space in the front 
makes the Outlaw a perfect camping vessel.

AVAILABLE SIZES: 429, 449, 469, 489, 529

ENDLESS ADVENTURE

OUTLAW SC
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

FEATURES
1. Convertible bow lounge

2. Live bait tank

3. Extruded side decks

CROSSFIRE SC
The Crossfire has redefined boating, 
delivering the ultimate family/fishing hybrid 
on the market. The convertible bow lounge 
transforms your boat from a leisure boat 
to an exceptional fishing boat in a breeze, 
thanks to the underlying casting platform 
setup. With a wide range of available options, 
build your boat to perfectly suit your lifestyle.

CROSSFIRE SC

AVAILABLE SIZES: 449, 481, 499, 519, 539, 589

CROSSFIRE REAR CC

FEATURES
1. Casting platform

2. Live bait tank

3. Extruded side decks

Specially crafted for the top end, the 
Crossfire is designed with high sides and a 
forward deck to achieve a safe, stable and 
versatile boat, suited to diverse waterways. 
Spec up with a Crossfisher casting platform 
and more for the ultimate fishing vessel, or 
keep it as is for the ultimate cross-over boat.

CROSSFIRE REAR CC

AVAILABLE SIZES: 539, 589

1

3

2

15

Upgrade to the SE models to 
enjoy standard features such 
as bow V-bunk cushion with 

backrest, bimini and envelope, 
hydraulic tilt steering and seat 

upgrades.

Upgrade to the SE and 
receive as standard items 

such as an upgraded 
steering wheel, burley 

bucket, transom cutting 
board and VHF radio.
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expansionEndless
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

FEATURES
1. Lean through dash

2. Glove box

3. Folding rear lounge

SEAMASTER
The ultimate all-rounder of entry-level 
boating. With an attractive price-tag and 
expansive customisation potential, the 
SeaMaster can be easily molded to suit 
your needs. The car-like dash layout and 
open deck means easy functionality and 
adaptability to deliver a great fishing, 
watersports or leisure vessel.

SEAMASTER

AVAILABLE SIZES: 429, 449, 481, 499, 519, 539, 589

Option up to the SE (Special 
Edition) to enjoy features such 
as inbuilt sound system and 

speakers, hydraulic tilt steering, 
transom cutting board and 

seat upgrades. 
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Endlesslifestyle
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

FEATURES
1. Deluxe bow cushions and rear lounge

2. Folding rear lounge

3. Low Profile Sports Deck

WILDRIDER
The WildRider is the epitome of lifestyle 
and leisure boating. Perfect for boating 
with family and friends, the Revolution Hull 
design means superb performance in most 
waterways including open bays, whilst 
the front bow and rear lounges create the 
height of relaxation. 

WILDRIDER

AVAILABLE SIZES: 499, 519, 539, 589, 619

Option up to the SE model and 
heighten the experience with 
standard features such as a 
cockpit table, sound system 
and speakers, bow infill with 
cushions and seat upgrades.

1

2

3
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Endlesslifestyle
Cabin Boats
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

FEATURES
1. Rod holders,

2. Underfloor & cabin storage 

3. Elite pro seats

SEA RUNNER
The Revolution Hull of the Sea Runner is 
formed with 4mm bottomsides, delivering 
a topnotch multi-purpose boat. Crafted to 
handle various waterways including open 
bays, and designed with the protection of 
the spacious, comfortable cabin area, the 
Sea Runner is perfect for avid fishos and 
families alike.

SEA RUNNER

AVAILABLE SIZES: 519, 539, 589

1

2

3
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BUILT STRONG
Stacer plate boats are built strong to handle offshore conditions with 
5mm plate bottom sheets and featuring the renowned EVO Advance 
Hull. Our high performing Plate range hull provides a stable and 
reliable ride every time, exactly what you need when venturing into 
unpredictable offshore conditions.

With our sharp entry point and 20 degree deadrise our EVO Advance 
Hull punches through swell with ease and efficiency while our reverse 
chine and rolled side pressings deflect spray and enhance stability. A 
true offshore fisherman in blue water conditions must have a deep 
freeboard and the Ranger series delivers! With up to 750mm across the 
range you’ll appreciate the added safety when out in the elements.

PLATE BOAT FEATURES
1. Sharp Entry - 20 Degree  

Deadrise for a smooth ride

2. Spray Deflector Pressing

3. Reverse Chine for Stability

4. 5mm plate bottoms  
across the range

5. 750mm freeboard

TOP FIVE REASONS TO BUY STACERstrengthEndless

Stacer’s Plate Boat range delivers the perfect lineup – offering an impressive mix of 
builds from open console layouts to full-shelter cabins. Over 20 models are specially 
crafted to meet the needs of every bluewater fisherman.

PLATE BOATS

2 3

1

4
2

5
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Whether you’re using your deck wash or copping a greenie over the 
bow, Stacer’s Super Sump Drainage System expels water quickly and 
efficiently from the hull.

The rear gutter catches excess water and prevents backwash, keeping 
your deck surface dry and slip-free. The lower chamber catches water, 
ready for it to be pumped overboard. The Super Sump is powered 
by a dedicated Ultima Bilge Pump 1250PH 12V pump (separate to the 
underfloor bilge) and is able to rid the hull of up to 79 Litres of water per 
minute.

SUPER SUMP DRAINAGE SYSTEM GOT THE GUTS UNDER THE HOOD
It’s what’s under the floor that makes our plate range seriously tough!

The entire range is built with an internal sub frame, milk crate structure of longitudinal and latitudinal ribs to 
reinforce strength and help shape the renowned EVO Advance Hull. Each boat is constructed with eight 6mm 
thick vertical stringers and 5mm horizontal ribs for maximum strength, and completed with a fully welded 
checkerplate floor. To provide additional support to the self-draining checkerplate floor a box section floor 
frame is also fitted.

Our entire Plate Range is created from high tensile marine grade aluminium and cut using the latest CnC router 
machinery to maximise accuracy. The back bone of our Plate boats is then reinforced with our solid T Keel 
which allows the side sheet to slot in and be welded across the top and bottom for extreme support. Our super 
wide rounded side decks are created from 4mm aluminium to create a supportive frame and perfect structure 
for welded aluminium rod holders.

1. Milk Crate rib structure: 8 x 6mm Vertical Stringers 

2. Milk Crate rib structure: 5mm Horizontal Ribs

3. Double Welded “Solid T” Chine and Keel

4. Box Section Floor Frame for added strength

5. Super Wide Side Decks

6. Roto Moulded Anchorwell for reduced vibration

7. Self-Draining Checkerplate Floor

8. Super Sump Drainage System

ENDLESS ADVENTURE
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OCEAN RANGER
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Designed with the industry renowned EVO 
Advance Hull, the Ocean Ranger packs a punch. 
Stable and smooth riding, with a spacious and 
protected cabin bunk, it’s a multi-purpose offshore 
plate boat. Decked out with a wide range of 
features, it’s ready to take charge of the ocean.

SOFT TOPSOFT TOP

One of the most popular models in the Stacer Plate 
Range due to its year-round fishability. Thanks to the 
completely sealed glass windscreen, tough plate 
bottoms and underfloor ‘milk crate’ structure of 
supportive ribs, the Ocean Ranger Hard Top is built 
to go the distance.

HARD TOPHARD TOP

CENTRE CABIN
A popular choice for those who lap up 360-degree 
fishability and true long haul fishing trips. Bunk up in the 
cabin, standard with cushions and option up with an 
electric toilet. Built with some true grit – with up to 5mm 
bottoms, a person capacity of up to 7 and horsepower 
of up to 300, the offshore opportunities are endless.

CENTRE CABIN

The beast of offshore fishing – the Expedition is 
the largest model of Stacer’s offshore Plate Boats. 
Enjoy enhanced protection from the elements 
and during over-nighters with the extended 
cabin design, plus expansive deck-space with 
the sheer size of the 759 build.

EXPEDITIONEXPEDITION

FEATURES
1. Anchorwell

2. Self-draining treadplate 
floor

3. Rod holders/rocket 
launcher

4. Transom door

5. Cutting board

6. Rear ladder

7. Cabin hatch

8. Ocean pro seats

AVAILABLE SIZES: 609, 659, 709, 759

AVAILABLE SIZES: 609, 659, 709, 759

AVAILABLE SIZES: 589, 609, 659, 709, 759

AVAILABLE SIZES: 759

ENDLESS ADVENTURE
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SEA RANGER
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FEATURES
1. Anchorwell

2. Self-draining treadplate 
floor

3. Rocket launcher

4. Transom door

5. Cutting board

6. Live bait tank

7. Rear ladder

8. Cabin hatch

9. Ocean pro seats

SEA RANGER CC
Fish from every corner of your vessel with the Sea Ranger Centre 
Console. Available in a range of sizes and featuring up to 5mm 
bottoms, the Sea Ranger is perfect for offshore fishing ventures 
for groups both big and small. The fully sealed checker plate front 
casting platform not only delivers large fishing real-estate but also 
ample storage for all your tackle.

SEA RANGER CCSEA RANGER SC
Available in three sizes from 499 to 539, the Sea Ranger Side 
Console is perfect for groups of up to six people. The side console 
layout opens up deck space for uninterrupted fishing from bow 
to transom. With a HP rating of up to 140 and Fuel Tank capacity 
up to 80, the Sea Ranger is built to go the distance for all your 
offshore trips.

SEA RANGER SC

AVAILABLE SIZES: 499, 519, 539 AVAILABLE SIZES: 409, 429, 449, 459, 489, 519
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Check your options…
A guide to choosing the best 
electronics for your new Quintrex 
boat.

Visit Lowrance.com for more information.

All Quintrex boats are standard fit 
with all-new Active Imaging™ 3-in-1 
Transducer - just select your desired 
display unit below.

Hook® Reveal   
The all-new HOOK Reveal makes fishing easier, delivering powerful performance 
with proven fish-finding tools including, Autotuning Sonar, DownScan Imaging™ 
and now FishReveal™, which makes fish easier to see by combining the benefits 
of Lowrance CHIRP sonar and DownScan Imaging™ on one screen. Navigating to 
your favorite fishing spot is simple with the GPS Plotter, which makes route, trail 
and waypoint navigation is easy.

Hook Reveal 5

Elite Ti2 7 Elite Ti2 9 Elite Ti2 12

Hook Reveal 7

Hook Reveal 9

Active Imaging™ Transducer   
See structure and cover with a new level of refined 
detail and at a range unmatched by any other 
structure imaging technology with Active 
Imaging™ 3-in-1 sonar featuring CHIRP, 
SideScan and DownScan with FishReveal™. 

Elite™ Ti2   
Elite Ti² packs Active Imaging™, our highest quality sonar ever, FishReveal™, 
built-in Genesis® Live real-time mapping and enhanced screen clarity and target 
separation. Plus, with features that make your life easier on the water, like an 
easy-to-use touchscreen, wireless networking, smartphone notifications and 
trolling motor/Power Pole® integration – Elite Ti² was designed to help you 
have an easier time finding fish.

All Stacer boats are standard fit with Active Imaging™ 3-in-1 Transducer -  
just select your desired display unit below.

Feature
comparison

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Copyright © 2022 Navico Holding AS ®Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off, and ™ common law marks.  
Visit www.navico.com/intellectual-property to review the global trademark rights and accreditations for Navico Holding AS and other entities.
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A GUIDE TO CHOOSING THE BEST ELECTRONICS 
FOR YOUR NEW STACER BOAT. 

Active Imaging™ Transducer 
See structure and cover with a new level of refined detail and at a range unmatched by any other 

structure imaging technology with Active Imaging™ 3-in-1 sonar featuring CHIRP, SideScan and 

DownScan with FishReveal™. 

HDS® LIVE 
We took the most popular fishfinder series 

on the professional fishing circuit and made 

it even better for all anglers with a sleek, new 

design, faster processor, best-ever built-in 

suite of HDS navigation tools and support for 

a wide array of new fishfinding technology. 

Available in 4 sizes: 7-inch, 9-inch, 12-inch 

and 16-inch.

Elite FS™  
Combining the power of Lowrance®’s proven and 

newest fishfinding tools with a more affordable 

display that’s easier to use and install. From 

integrated support for ActiveTarget™ live sonar 

and extreme high-resolution Active Imaging™ 

with Lowrance® CHIRP sonar, SideScan and 

DownScan Imaging™.  

Available in 2 sizes: 7-inch and 9-inch.
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Check your options…
A guide to choosing the best 
electronics for your new Quintrex 
boat.

Visit Lowrance.com for more information.

All Quintrex boats are standard fit 
with all-new Active Imaging™ 3-in-1 
Transducer - just select your desired 
display unit below.

Hook® Reveal   
The all-new HOOK Reveal makes fishing easier, delivering powerful performance 
with proven fish-finding tools including, Autotuning Sonar, DownScan Imaging™ 
and now FishReveal™, which makes fish easier to see by combining the benefits 
of Lowrance CHIRP sonar and DownScan Imaging™ on one screen. Navigating to 
your favorite fishing spot is simple with the GPS Plotter, which makes route, trail 
and waypoint navigation is easy.

Hook Reveal 5

Elite Ti2 7 Elite Ti2 9 Elite Ti2 12

Hook Reveal 7

Hook Reveal 9

Active Imaging™ Transducer   
See structure and cover with a new level of refined 
detail and at a range unmatched by any other 
structure imaging technology with Active 
Imaging™ 3-in-1 sonar featuring CHIRP, 
SideScan and DownScan with FishReveal™. 

Elite™ Ti2   
Elite Ti² packs Active Imaging™, our highest quality sonar ever, FishReveal™, 
built-in Genesis® Live real-time mapping and enhanced screen clarity and target 
separation. Plus, with features that make your life easier on the water, like an 
easy-to-use touchscreen, wireless networking, smartphone notifications and 
trolling motor/Power Pole® integration – Elite Ti² was designed to help you 
have an easier time finding fish.

All Stacer boats are standard fit with Active Imaging™ 3-in-1 Transducer -  
just select your desired display unit below.

Feature
comparison

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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*Elite FS requires a PSI-1 module or to be connected to an HDS Live
**Compatible only with HDS-12 and HDS-16 Live

A GUIDE TO CHOOSING THE BEST ELECTRONICS 
FOR YOUR NEW STACER BOAT. 

Active Imaging™ Transducer 
See structure and cover with a new level of refined detail and at a range unmatched by any other 

structure imaging technology with Active Imaging™ 3-in-1 sonar featuring CHIRP, SideScan and 

DownScan with FishReveal™. 

HDS® LIVE 
We took the most popular fishfinder series 

on the professional fishing circuit and made 

it even better for all anglers with a sleek, new 

design, faster processor, best-ever built-in 

suite of HDS navigation tools and support for 

a wide array of new fishfinding technology. 

Available in 4 sizes: 7-inch, 9-inch, 12-inch 

and 16-inch.

Elite FS™  
Combining the power of Lowrance®’s proven and 

newest fishfinding tools with a more affordable 

display that’s easier to use and install. From 

integrated support for ActiveTarget™ live sonar 

and extreme high-resolution Active Imaging™ 

with Lowrance® CHIRP sonar, SideScan and 

DownScan Imaging™.  

Available in 2 sizes: 7-inch and 9-inch.
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ACCESSORY KIT INCLUDES:
Battery Box / Isolator Switch / Auto Bilge Pump / Switch Panel / Navigation Lights
For more accessory options visit www.stacer.com.au

WINCHESSIDE POCKET

CONVERTIBLE BOWRIDER CASTING

TRANSOM MOUNTED LIVE BAIT TANKSIDE CONSOLE

ALLOY CUTTING

SKI POLE

TELESCOPIC TRANSOM DOOR OPEN

FUEL TANKSPORTS CONSOLE

BAIT BOARD

BURLEY BUCKET OUTLAW HIGH MOTOR OPTION ROD RACK

ELITE PRO SEAT MARITIME SEAT 3/4 REAR FOLDING LOUNGE & TRANSOM

TRANSOM DOOR SHUT
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

WHITE  
ON GREY

JET BLACK

CADET GREY

TOAST

BURGUNDY

RED

PERSIAN  
GREEN

CAPTAIN  
NAVY

PACIFIC  
BLUE

NT & NQ BIMINI BIMINI EXTENSION – LARGE BIMINI

CANOPY BIMINI & ROCKET

CABIN FRONT HATCH COVER

NOMAD BIMINI BOWRIDER TONNEAU COVER BIMINI FRONT & CLEAR SIDES
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CANOPIES, BIMINIS & COVERS
CANOPIES, BIMINIS & COVERS
Option up to have front or side 
clears for further protection. 

Storm and tonneau covers are 
also available all in a range of 
colours to match your boat!



WRAPS
DON’T JUST STAND 
OUT FROM THE 
CROWD - JUMP OUT! 

Our UV stablised laminate offers extra 
durability in ten eye-catching designs, in a 
selection of colours.

• more resistant to chips and scratches than paint

• high quality adhesive vinyl covered with a UV 
stabilised laminate for extra durability

• applied at the factory by our specialised team

WRAP DESIGNS & COLOURS AVAILABLE:
WILD – Purple, Red, Blue, Green, Yellow

STEEL – Red, Grey, Blue

FURY – Black, Blue, Yellow, Red, Purple, Orange, Green, Camo

INTENSITY – Black, Blue, Yellow, Red, Purple, Orange, Green

SPLINTER – Blue, Green, Orange, Purple, Red

HOOKED – Blue, Light Blue, Green, Light Green, Red

BODY ARMOUR – Red, Black, Light Blue, Green, Blue

WIRED – Yellow, Red, Orange, Blue, Grey, Green

LIME GREEN – Blue, Green, Red, Silver, Yellow

COD – Silver, Midnight, Blue

WIRED

LIME GREEN

BARRA
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WILD

BLACK SLEET BODY ARMOUR

FURY

INTENSITY

SPLINTER

HOOKED



ENDLESS ADVENTURE

COLOURS

LIGHT BLUE NAVYREDCLOUD GREYBLACKSUNBURN

TWO TONE BOAT COLOURS >

TAUPE

WHITE

BLACK

BURGUNDY

MAGENTA

RED

SUNBURN

YELLOW

LIME GREEN

DARK GREEN

TEAL

DARK GREY

ANTHRACITE

LIGHT GREY

OLYMPIC  
BLUE

SAPPHIRE  
BLUE

PURPLE

OCEAN  
BLUE

BOTTOM STRIPE

BOAT NAME

TOP STRIPE

BOAT STRIPES BOAT HULL PAINT

 

STRIPES...

WIRED

LIME GREEN

BARRA

Once you have decided on your choice of boat - now is 
the chance to colour coordinate stripe decals and canopy 
colours to suit your individual taste. 
View the colour examples below to ensure your Stacer boat 
stands out from the crowd!
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BODY ARMOUR

HOOKED



  Designed and made in Australia

    316 Stainless Steel heavy 
weight drum

  3 Year Limited Warranty

   Tangle free rope and chain 
operation

   Mechanical auto and manual 
release free fall (DFF08 model)

   Fast recovery with ease  
of operation 

   Electrical components Stacer 
factory fitted

      (Includes reversing solenoid, 100 AMP 
circuit breaker and Rocker switch)
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

ALUMINIUM SERIES 1100KG  
S 13” SKID BRAKED TRAILER

TA1100S13SB

DEDICATED  
TIE DOWN POINTS

SWING UP JOCKEY WHEEL

5:1 WINCH WITH WEBBING STRAP

HEAVY DUTY KEEL ROLLER

5MM THICK ROLLED ALLOY C/CHANNEL FRAME

13 INCH WHEELS

LONG SUPPORT POLY 
SKIDS

SUBMERSIBLE LED LIGHTS

TRAILERS

SUBMERSIBLE LED LIGHTSMOULDED GUARDS WITH 
STEPS

HEAVY DUTY POLY SKIDS 
& POSTS

SWING UP 
JOCKEY WHEEL

LIGHT ALLOY 749KG 
13” L/SKIDS TRAILER
TALS749S13

ROLLED I BEAM FOR 
STRENGTH

HEAVY DUTY POLY KEEL 
ROLLERS

DOUBLE MOUNTED HEAVY 
DUTY POLY FLIPPERS

ADJUSTABLE AXLE POSITION FOR OPTIMUM 
TOW-BALL WEIGHT

DRIVE ON CRADLE FOR EASY 
TRAILERING

  Designed and made in Australia

    316 Stainless Steel heavy 
weight drum

  3 Year Limited Warranty

   Tangle free rope and chain 
operation

   Mechanical auto and manual 
release free fall (DFF08 model)

   Fast recovery with ease  
of operation 

   Electrical components Stacer 
factory fitted

      (Includes reversing solenoid, 100 AMP 
circuit breaker and Rocker switch)

LED LIGHTS

SPARE WHEEL

CATCH N' RELEASE
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ENDLESS ADVENTURE

W W W . S T A C E R . C O M . A U
DISCLAIMER

Please note all boats in images may not represent the model shown and may include additional options and/or upgrades. The contents of this brochure will not form part of any contractual agreement. 
Stacer Australia recommends that all persons comply with their local boating regulations and are familiar with safe boating practices. This brochure is designed to provide you with an introduction to 
Stacer products. Stacer Australia reserves the right at any time, at its discretion, and without notice, to discontinue or change the features, designs, materials, colours, specifications and the prices of its 
products, and to either permanently or temporarily withdraw any such products from the market without incurring any liability to any prospective purchaser. Images may not be current representations 
of up to date models. Every effort has been made to depict boat colours and trims as realistically as possible in this brochure, however some variation may occur due to printing limitations. Always 
consult with an authorised Stacer dealer for the latest information with respect to features, specifications, prices, optional equipment and availability before deciding to purchase. Stacer do not offer 
factory direct sales or prices. For updated specifications including warranty, please refer to the Stacer website www.stacer.com.au

*Telwater Pty Ltd 15 010 795 507. 53 Waterway Drive, Coomera, Queensland 4209 Australia. Version 2 Printed September 2020.


